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We report measurements of quantum turbulence generated by a vibrating grid in superfluid 3He-
B at zero pressure in the zero temperature limit. Superfluid flow around individual vortex lines
Andreev-reflects incoming thermal ballistic quasiparticle excitations, and allows non-invasive de-
tection of quantum vortices in 3He-B. We have compared two Andreev reflection-based techniques
traditionally used to detect quantum turbulence in the ballistic regime: quasiparticle transmission
through and reflection from ballistic vortex rings and a turbulent tangle. We have shown that the
two methods are in very good agreement and thus complement each other. Our measurements re-
veal that vortex rings and a tangle generated by a vibrating grid have a much larger spatial extent
than previously realised. Furthermore, we find that a vortex tangle can either pass through an
obstacle made from a mesh or diffuse around it. The measured dependence of vortex signal as a
function of the distance from the vibrating grid is consistent with a power-law behaviour in contrast
to turbulence generated by a vibrating wire which is described by an exponential function.

PACS numbers: 67.30.H-, 67.30.he, 67.30.em

Quantum turbulence in the zero temperature limit
shares many of the general properties of its classical
counterpart but is conceptually much simpler, being a
tangle of singly quantised vortex lines in an incompress-
ible fluid that possesses no viscous dissipation1. Quan-
tum turbulence has been observed in superfluid 4He2,3,
superfluid 3He-B4–6 and in Bose-Einstein condensates7,
where the emergence of a turbulent cascade was recently
observed8. The research of quantum turbulence in differ-
ent systems is complementary, since various properties
can be addressed and compared. The strength of super-
fluid 3He-B lies in the ability to probe a turbulent tangle
non-invasively using the condensate’s own thermal exci-
tations (quasiparticles and quasiholes)9,10. At low tem-
peratures, the mean free path of excitations exceeds the
confines of any experimental volume and, in this ballistic
regime, the excitations move independently. In addition
to normal scattering, excitations can also undergo An-
dreev reflection11, which is unique to Fermi condensates
and underpins the detection of quantised vortices in su-
perfluid 3He-B.

The dispersion curve E(p) of excitations with momen-
tum p undergoes a Galilean transformation E(p) + p · v
in the presence of superfluid flow with velocity v and gov-
erns the detection of quantum vortices12. The direction
of the flow determines whether quasiparticles or quasi-
holes incident on a velocity field will pass through or will
be Andreev retro-reflected if the energy barrier arising
due to the flow, ∆+p ·v, is sufficiently high (∆ is the su-
perfluid energy gap). At temperatures below 100 µK and
at zero pressure, the scattering diameter of vortices for
Andreev reflection is 6.3 µm9, which significantly exceeds
the superfluid coherence length, ξ0 ∼ 50 nm. A similar
picture is observed at 29 bar pressure13, therefore observ-
ing vortices in superfluid 3He-B at low temperatures is
relatively straightforward. Two detection techniques are

available: transmission and reflection.

Transmission-based detection uses a reduction in the
density of excitations behind the vortices (a quasiparticle
“shadow”). A comparison is made between an incident
quasiparticle flux scattered from an oscillating object in
the presence and absence of quantum vortices5. This
technique has allowed turbulence at different distances
from the source of quantum vortices to be observed14,15,
as well as the statistical properties of fluctuations in the
steady state and the cross-correlation between various
detectors to be measured9,10,16. The main advantages
of the transmission techniques are speed and scalability,
since multiple detectors can be placed in a turbulent re-
gion.

In addition to the creation of a “shadow” behind
the quantum vortices, the Andreev process nearly per-
fectly retro-reflects incoming excitations back to their
source, by converting quasiparticles to quasiholes and
vice versa with negligible momentum transfer17. Re-
flection techniques measure the fraction of quasiparticles
returned back into a bolometrically-calibrated source of
quasiparticles, known as a black box radiator (BBR)18.
Reflection-based detection has been used to observe su-
perfluid flow around a paddle,19 a turbulent tangle20,21

and an array of rectilinear vortices13. The bolometric
technique has been successfully applied to quantum vor-
tices produced inside the BBR in order to study the en-
ergy decay of turbulence22 and propagation of a rotating
vortex front23.

In this manuscript, we use both transmission and re-
flection techniques to probe quantum vortices in the same
region of our experimental volume. Quantum turbulence
was generated by a vibrating grid resonator and detected
by several vibrating wires and two BBRs. Our results
show that the two methods give virtually identical frac-
tional screening (the amount of Andreev reflection) and
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental volume show-
ing the mechanical oscillators used in our measurements. For
details, see text.

thus complement each other. Our measurements are con-
sistent with a recent theoretical result predicting a sim-
ilar amount of Andreev reflection at low temperatures
using “particle” and “energy” flux, which correspond to
transmission and reflection techniques, respectively24.
All measurements described here were performed in su-

perfluid 3He-B at temperatures below 0.2Tc and at zero
pressure. The 3He is cooled by a Lancaster-style nuclear
cooling stage25 mounted on the Lancaster Advanced Nu-
clear Cooling Refrigerator26. The experimental arrange-
ment used is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Turbulence was generated using the vibrating grid res-

onator labeled grid#1, and was detected using the vibrat-
ing wire resonators shown. Grid#1 consists of a 125 µm
diameter tantalum wire bent into a 5 mm square with a
5.1×3.5 mm copper mesh glued to it using GE varnish.
The mesh has 22.6 µm square holes with a periodicity
of 34.5 µm. The vibrating wire resonators are 2.5mm
diameter loops of 4.5µm NbTi filament made from mul-
tifilament superconducting wire27. Three wire detectors,
#1, #2 and #3, in the figure were positioned directly be-
hind grid#1 at distances 1.5mm, 2.4mm and 3.5mm, re-
spectively. A fourth detector, wire#4 was placed roughly
5.8mm away from grid#1, and is located behind a second
grid, grid#2, between two BBRs that face each other.
Unfortunately, grid#2 could not produce turbulence due
to a large intrinsic damping and the results presented
here will only focus on measurements using grid#1 (be-
low, we will often refer to grid#1 simply as “the grid”).
The BBRs consist of a small box made from Stycast-
impregnated paper of dimensions 4×4×4 mm with a
cylindrical turret of volume∼2 mm3. Each BBR contains
two vibrating wire resonators18; a 13 µm wire which acts
as a heater and a 4.5 µm wire which acts as a thermome-
ter. The turrets of the BBRs are separated by 3 mm and
have a 0.3 mm aperture which acts as a weak thermal
link between the superfluid inside the box and the bulk
outside. Both apertures are aligned and located roughly
5.3mm away from grid#1 at the same height as the apex
of wire#4. The bulk thermometer wire was placed to a
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FIG. 2: (Color online.) Log-linear plot of the fractional
screening measured by the four wire detectors as a function of
the peak grid velocity at zero pressure over the temperature
range 0.17-0.19Tc. The vertical dashed line shows the approx-
imate grid velocity where vortex rings entangle and produce
quantum turbulence. The insert contrasts a representation
of 10 µm diameter vortex rings and a micrograph of grid#2,
which separates wire#4 from the source of turbulence and
other detectors. See text for details.

side of the grid and behind a screen to shield it from
turbulence.

We first measured the extent of turbulence gener-
ated by the grid using the transmission technique. The
methodology and technical details were similar to those
described elsewhere9. Figure 2 presents fractional screen-
ing produced by quantum vortices as a function of the
grid velocity, as detected by the four vibrating wires. Our
measurements show that the fractional screening rises
rapidly with grid velocity up to ∼5.5mms−1 and then
appears to saturate, becoming independent of the grid ve-
locity. The significant heating accompanying turbulence
production at large grid velocities may cause this satu-
ration and is responsible for the large scatter on wire#4.

We know from previous measurements,9,28,29 that the
grid produces ballistic vortex rings at low velocities (be-
low ∼3mms−1). As grid velocity increases, so does the
density of these rings, increasing the probability of inter-
actions and reconnections which form the vortex tangle.
The vertical dashed line on Fig. 2 marks the approximate
position where the grid starts to produce a vortex tangle.
Usually, the fractional screening does not carry informa-
tion about vortex types, as evidenced by the measure-
ments on wires#1, #2 and #3. However, the fractional
screening detected by wire#4 shows a clear transition
at this grid velocity, and indicates that the fractional
screening due to the tangle is larger than that due to the
vortex rings. The observed result is unexpected since
wire#4 is located behind grid#2, which should stop or
at least impede the propagation of any turbulence. The
diameter of the ballistic vortex rings produced by grid#1
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FIG. 3: (Color online.) The normalised fractional screening,
averaged over a range of grid velocities, as a function of dis-
tance from the grid. The solid and dashed lines correspond
to least-square fitting of normalised fractional screening mea-
sured by wires #1, #2 and #3 using exponential and power-
law functions, respectively. The cyan filled circle shows the
expected response of wire#4 in the absence of grid#2, whose
location is shown as the vertical dashed line. See text for
details.

is velocity independent and equals 10±5 µm9. Grid#2
is made from 11 µm diameter wire with a periodicity of
34.5 µm, and we estimate that a flux of 10 µm diameter
rings will be attenuated by a factor of about 7 as they
pass through it. The insert of Fig. 2 illustrates a micro-
graph of the mesh used to manufacture grid#2 and rings
with a 10 µm diameter. For a tangle, the expected re-
duction of fractional screening behind grid#2 should be
significantly larger compared to the ballistic rings, since
larger vortex structures should be captured by the grid’s
mesh. In fact, we were very surprised to find that any
signal from the vortex tangle from grid#1 could be ob-
served behind grid#2. To produce a significant vortex
signal on wire#4, the turbulence from grid#1 must dif-
fuse around the top and bottom of grid#2 as the space
to the sides of grid#2 are obstructed by the two BBRs.
Another possibility is that the turbulent tangle is pushed
through the mesh, or creates further quantised vortices
on the grid#2 due to its small but observable mean prop-
agation velocity9 of 0.3mms−1 to 0.9mms−1. The mean
tangle velocity was deduced9 using the cross-correlation
of fractional screening between pairs of wires #1, #2 and
#3. The presence of turbulence behind grid#2 should be
investigated further by placing a detector inside a mesh
cage in front of a source of vortices.
Figure 3 shows the fractional screening detected on the

different wires normalised by the fractional screening of
wire#1 as a function of the distance between the detec-
tor wire and the turbulent source, grid#1. The data
was obtained by averaging measurements presented in
Fig. 2 for several grid velocities and compares the frac-

tional screening resulting from ballistic rings and a tur-
bulent tangle. The normalised fractional screening for
tangles produced at different grid velocities are clustered
together. Figure 3 allows us to extract information on
the spatial profile for vortex rings and a turbulent tangle
along the direction of motion. A theoretical calculation
of the fractional screening as a function of distance from
a turbulent source does not exist, but we expect it to
decrease exponentially as f ∝ exp(−x/d0) with increas-
ing distance x from the grid, similarly to previous zero
pressure measurements14, where turbulence was gener-
ated by a vibrating wire resonator and d0 was found to
be ≈2mm. At 12 bar pressure, the spatial extent of the
turbulence generated by another grid was estimated to be
≈1.5 mm, using only two detector wires located approx-
imately 1mm and 2mm from the grid15. In this earlier
measurement, the steady state vortex signal was roughly
a factor of two smaller on the furthest wire, while the
present measurements reveal that the fractional screen-
ing from wire#2 is ∼50% and ∼30% smaller than that
from wire#1 for the vortex rings and turbulent tangle,
respectively.

In Fig. 3, we show the least-square fitting of the nor-
malised fractional screening measured by wires #1, #2
and #3 for vortex rings and for a tangle using exponential
and power-law functions. The furthest wire, wire#4, was
excluded from the fitting as it is located behind grid#2.
Figure 3 includes the expected wire#4 signal for vortex
rings by scaling the measured response using the grid at-
tenuation calculated above. The straight blue solid line
corresponds to an exponential variation of the vortex ring
signal with d0 = 1.5±0.2 mm. The dashed blue line rep-
resents the power-law behaviour f ∝ x−1.5 and seems
to fit the rings data better. It also shows the correct
tendency towards the extrapolated response of wire#4.

The tangle data for grid velocities above 5.5mms−1

was chosen as representative and analysed similarly to
the rings data. Fitting of the vortex signal yielded the
extent of turbulence to be d0 = 3.6±0.6mm for an expo-
nential variation and a power-law behaviour f ∝ x−0.66.
The power-law functional dependence may fit our data
slightly better, but the difference is less pronounced com-
pared to the vortex rings data. If the generated tangle
diffuses around grid#2, the inferred location of wire#4
should be 3mm to 4mm farther than its actual posi-
tion and further supports a power-law dependence. Mea-
surements conducted at 4.3 bar pressure in this exper-
imental cell yield a similar extent of turbulence with
d0 = 3.4 ± 0.6mm for an exponential variation of the
vortex signal and a power law behaviour f ∝ x−0.68. It
is clear that theoretical calculations and numerical simu-
lations are required to find the actual functional depen-
dence of fractional screening. Regardless of the explicit
functional dependence, our measurements show that the
turbulence generated by a vibrating grid in 3He-B at low
pressure has a long tail, extending over much larger dis-
tances than previously realised. Furthermore, the cell
parts desired to be free of turbulence require more rigor-
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ous protection than a simple obstacle or a partial mesh
partition.
The large spatial extent of the vortex tangle allowed us

to contrast quantum vortices measured by wire#4 and
the BBRs. Prior to turbulence measurements, we cali-
brated both BBRs and observed that they emit and re-
ceive quasiparticle beam as expected. The quasiparticle
density inside the radiator volume was increased using
the 13µm heater wire in order to produce a quasiparti-
cle beam with intensity greater than that of the ambient
quasiparticles. The quasiparticles produced travel ballis-
tically and thermalise by scattering off the inside walls
of the radiator before leaving through the aperture. In
equilibrium, the power carried away by the quasiparti-
cle beam equals the power entering the radiator from all
sources12

Q̇beam = Q̇tot = Q̇wall + Q̇ext + Q̇app (1)

where Q̇wall is the heat leak into the radiator volume from
the paper walls of the box, Q̇ext is the heat leak due to the
ambient thermal quasiparticles in the surrounding bulk
superfluid and Q̇app is the power applied to the heater,
given by the product of the drive current and the signal
voltage.
The power emitted by the beam Q̇beam = 1

2 ⟨nvg⟩ẼTA
is a function of the quasiparticle flux inside the radiator
⟨nvg⟩, the effective area of the aperture A and the mean

thermal quasiparticle energy ẼT = ∆+ kBT at temper-
ature T . The thermal damping of the thermometer wire
(width of the resonant peak) ∆fT

2 inside the radiator can
be used to infer the quasiparticle flux and to determine
the power emitted by the beam20

cQ̇beam = ∆fT
2 ẼTT = W. (2)

Here c is termed the “box calibration constant” and
∆fT

2 ẼTT is a quantity we call the “width parameter”
W .
The calibration of the BBRs was carried out by contin-

uously monitoring the width of thermometer wires in the
BBRs and in bulk superfluid while ∼100 s long heating
pulses of known power were applied to the BBR heater
wire. During the pulse, the change in the thermal damp-
ing of the heated box’s thermometer wire is measured
and converted into a width parameter. The change in
the bulk thermometer’s width parameter is subtracted
from the latter to account for the external power enter-
ing the radiator.
Figure 4 shows the calibration of both BBRs obtained

by applying a known amount of power and measuring the
change in the box width parameter δW = δ∆fT

2 ẼTT .
The open data points in Fig. 4 correspond to the BBRs
that are heated and emit the quasiparticle beam, while
closed points show the change of the width parameter in
unheated BBRs that receive a fraction of the incoming
quasiparticle beam. The change in the width parame-
ter is found to be directly proportional to the applied
power over several orders of magnitude for both BBRs.

heated BBR unheated BBR

FIG. 4: (Color online) Change of width parameter δ∆fT
2 ẼTT

for both BBRs as a function of applied power, where T and ẼT

are in units of mK using the Greywall temperature scale30.
The open and closed symbols correspond to the change of
width parameter of the heated (under calibration) and un-
heated (receiving beam from the heated box) BBRs corre-
spondingly. The heat leak from the walls into the BBR,
Q̇wall, is estimated to be ≤25 fW. The straight solid line is
least-squares fit with a gradient of unity, which yields the box
calibration constant c = 85HzmK2 pW−1. The dashed line
corresponds to the expected fraction of the received quasi-
particle beam, and agrees very well with measurements. For
details, see text.

A simple calculation in the framework of kinetic theory
suggests that the fraction of the quasiparticle beam re-
ceived by the opposite BBR is R2

app/D
2, where Rapp is

the radius of the BBR’s aperture and D is the distance
between the BBR apertures. In our experimental cell,
the aperture radius is 0.15mm and the distance between
the BBR turrets is 3mm, which results in an expected
fraction of 0.25%. The dashed straight line in Fig. 4 cor-
responds to the calculated fraction and is in excellent
agreement with our measurements.

When the source of turbulence is switched on, a frac-
tion of quasiparticles f will be Andreev-reflected and will
retrace their original trajectories back into the BBR, re-
gardless of the angle of incidence on the velocity field of
quantum vortices. The energy balance of the outgoing
beam should thus contain an extra term fQ̇beam, corre-
sponding to the power returned to the box20

Q̇beam = Q̇wall + Q̇ext + Q̇app + fQ̇beam. (3)

During turbulence production, the generator causes extra
heating outside the BBR and this is accounted for by
using the Q̇ext term. The fractional screening f can be
obtained by rewriting Eq. (3) in terms of the measured
width parameters20

f = 1−
Q̇on

app

Q̇off
app

W off
heat −W off

noheat

W on
heat −W on

noheat

, (4)
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Comparison of turbulence measure-
ments using reflection and transmission techniques during a
typical grid pulse. The light grey area corresponds to the time
when the grid is switched on and produces turbulence. The
grid velocity is 5.6mms−1. a) Width parameter of heated
BBR. b) Width parameters of unheated BBR and the bulk

thermometer. c) The variation of applied power Q̇app during
the creation of turbulence. d) Change of damping experi-
enced by the bulk thermometer and detector wires #2 and
#4. e) Fractional screening measured by reflection (BBR)
and transmission (wires #2 and #4) techniques during a grid
pulse.

where W off
heat (W on

heat) is the width parameter inside the
heated radiator before (during) the generation of quan-
tum vortices, and W off

noheat, W
on
noheat are the width param-

eters of the same BBR when it is unheated and does
not emit a quasiparticle beam. The ratio Q̇on

app/Q̇
off
app ac-

counts for the reduction of heating power applied to the
BBR since the heater wire under a constant driving force
slows down due to increased damping associated with the
temperature increase inside the BBR.

Figure 5 compares the detection of a turbulent tan-
gle using the reflection and transmission techniques for
a grid velocity of 5.6mms−1. The grid was turned on
for a duration of ∼67 s, which is highlighted by the grey
area in the figure. The temporal variation of the width
parameter for the BBR emitting a quasiparticle beam is
shown in Fig. 5a). The time trace of the width param-
eter of the unheated BBR and a bulk thermometer are
illustrated in Fig. 5b). The width parameters of all de-
tectors increased after the grid was turned on due to the
overall heating of the cell. The change of width parame-

ter of the heated BBR is significantly larger compared to
the thermometer and unheated BBR, and indicates that
part of the emitted beam is retro-reflected back into the
BBR. Figure 5c) illustrates the reduction of the power
applied to the BBR heater during turbulence produc-
tion. The applied power, product of a constant force
driving the heater wire and wire velocity, decreased ap-
proximately 3% due to the temperature increase inside
the BBR, which caused by a part of the outgoing beam
being Andreev reflection back into BBR.

The temporal variation of the damping experienced by
the detector wires #2, #4 and the bulk thermometer are
shown in Fig. 5d). A comparison of wire#2 and the bulk
thermometer nicely demonstrates the arrival of a vortex
tangle at the detector; the measured width of the detec-
tor wire becomes smaller than that of the thermometer,
which is only possible due to screening. Since wire#4 is
located further away behind another grid and is slightly
heated by the BBR beam, its width reduction is more
subtle and the time taken for the turbulent tangle to
reach it is longer.

Figure 5e) contrasts the fractional screening obtained
by reflection (BBR) and transmission (wire#4) measure-
ments and demonstrates that in the steady state, the re-
sults are similar. After the grid was switched off and the
tangle started to decay, both methods agree well with
each other. The time traces of the BBR and wire#4
during the development of turbulence differ slightly, and
could be caused by the difference in time constants of the
BBR and detector, by the change of power leaving the
BBR during the formation of the tangle, or perhaps by
the relatively high noise in our measurements at this grid
velocity. We note that 5.6mms−1 is the highest grid ve-
locity where we observed a good agreement between both
methods. Despite a slight variation between the signals,
both methods show signs of the initial arrival of vortex
rings and a gradual build up of the tangle. The overall
picture resembles the data presented in Ref9, where the
propagation velocity of quantum vortices was studied in
detail.

Figure 6 summarises the dependence of fractional
screening as a function of grid velocity measured using
both techniques. The data shows that the reflection and
transmission measurements are in very good agreement
until the grid velocity reaches approximately 6mms−1,
where the heating accompanying turbulence production
becomes large. Our observations show that both tech-
niques result in similar fractional screening for the bal-
listic rings emitted by the grid below ∼3mms−1 and the
tangle at higher velocities. The obtained result is con-
sistent with theoretical calculations predicting that at
low temperatures the “particle” flux (transmission) and
the “energy” flux (reflection) measurements should de-
tect a similar amount of Andreev reflection24. We can
conclude that both the reflection and transmission tech-
niques complement each other and can now be used to
study different aspects of turbulence in superfluid 3He-
B. At the highest grid velocities, the scatter in fractional
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Comparison of fractional screening
measured using transmission (wire#4) and reflection (BBR)
techniques as a function of the grid’s velocity. Both data
sets are in very good agreement. The right axis shows the
approximate vortex line densities inferred using a simple 1D
model which assumes that the tangle is homogeneous using
Eq. (11) from Ref9. For the details, see text.

screening is substantial (see Fig. 2, wire#4), and to con-
clude which of two methods is more accurate and precise
new measurements with a vibrating wire detector and a
BBR located next to the turbulence source are required.
Ideally, they should be carried out over a wide temper-
ature range in a rotating cryostat where the number of
quantum vortices is known13. Care should be taken to
shield thermometry resonators, since the extent of tur-
bulence generated by the vibrating grid at zero pressure
is nearly twice as big as previously thought. In addition,
we have observed the transmission of quasiparticles from
one BBR into another and found it to be consistent with
the ballistic transport model.
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